
                                  

Holiday Homework (2024-25) 

Class- VI 

Summertime is back! 

It’s time to enjoy one other's company, bind the strands of the family tree, and strengthen the links 

between us. 

Take advantage of your holiday schoolwork as a chance to bond with your loved ones. To point out 

the child in the proper way, the roles of parents are to facilitate and mentor. Original work of 

students will receive great recognition and appreciation. 

* Follow the guidelines given by teachers to complete specific activities. 

* Create a Holiday Homework folder and fill it with all of the subject’s assignments. 

English 

1. Read your novel Gulliver's travel and write a book review within 120-150 words, also draw 

a 

beautiful book cover for Gulliver's travels in colorful page or A4 size paper. 

       **Tips to do a book review: -* 

a. The name of the book along with the author.  

b. The setting of the story in brief. 

c. Main idea of the story. 

d. What do you like about the story character and things of the story, give reasons. 

e. Write anything in the story that touched you or you find interesting, funny, exciting or 

scary. 

2. Write a paragraph including at least three noun numbers, three noun gender and three noun 

     case.  

3. Read newspaper from 20th May to 10th of June and write five different adjectives every day and 

also paste the cutouts of the portion from the newspaper from where you have taken the 

adjectives. 

4. Frame your own newspaper including 

a. One International News  

b. One National News 

c. One Sports News  

d. One Local News 

e. One Educational News

5. Complete Let's Practice portion of your grammar book of chapter Adjective, noun number, 

noun, gender, noun case.  

6. Do revise questions and answer of all the literature chapters done in the class. 



Mathematics  

1. Draw a calendar of the month *June and July* and mark: 

  a. Factors of 30 and 56 

  b. Multiples of 5 and 8 

  c. Prime numbers under 30 

 (Note - Use different colors to shade for each type of numbers) 

2. Do activity 2 and activity 3 in Math’s lab manual. 

3. Solve worksheet no.1 and 2 given in Math’s lab manual. (page no.72, 73) 

(Note: Activities of math’s lab manual should be done in the space provided at the back of 

the book) 

 

Science 

1. Make a list of all the essential ingredients, with their proper source as well as the nutrients 

present in them, of your favorite dish like kheer and khichdi. Also write down the steps of 

the process of cooking them with the help of any senior at your home. 

2. Conduct a survey in your neighborhood to find out which are the three most common 

disease and it’s causes? Suggest three steps that could be taken by the local authorities to 

bring down the incidence of these disease. 

3. Since time immemorial, natural fibers have been used in apparel and home fashion. Today 

many man-made fibers are being developed into beautiful fabrics that are being used by 

major designers. This summer break has a great time sorting out your clothes and staying 

engaged with the given activity. 

Begin with reading the chapter Fiber to Fabric in the textbook and gather information about 

the fabric, found in the North Eastern state of Sikkim called, Lepcha. 

a. Name the fiber source (plant/animal) 

b. It’s story from fiber to fabric  

c. Design used in weaving of this fabric 

d. Common colors used to weave this fabric. 

4. Habitat of Plants and Animals: Paste or Draw and color the pictures of different plants and 

animals living in different habitats and write three/four line on them. 

(Note: Do all the work in A4 size paper) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hindi 

                       

*   1:      10                                                                           
 

*   2:                                            ,                                        

                                                । 
 

*   3:       ,   ब  ब  ब ,                                                                

                 । 
 

*   4: ' ब           '                                                        । 

 

Social Science  

      1. On an outline political map of India mark and label the following: 

●    Indian states and its Capitals  

2.On an outline physical map of India mark and label the following: 

(a) Rivers - Ganga, Narmada, Tapi, Mahanadi, Indus. 

(b) Mountains - Himalayan Range, Vindhya, Satpura Range 

3.Choose any 5 states of India and mention the following about them: 

(a) Festivals              (b)Temples 

(c) Food  (d) Religion 

(e) Dress              (f) Language 

4.. Draw in. A-4 Sheet:- 

 (a) Indian National Flag      (b) Indian National Animal 
(c) Indian National Flower (d) Solar System with label 

 (d) Indian National Bird 

5. Collects the archeological pictures on manuscript & Inscription of ancient or medieval 

period and paste in your A4 sheet 

6. Write the names of three famous archeologists and find out: 

-What did they discover? 

-When did they discover? 

-Where did they discover? 

 There names are: 

(1) M.Wheeler (2) Rakhal Das Banerjee (3) Rai Bahadur Dayaram Sahni and write 

their Contribution in the field of archeology. 

 



 

 

Sanskrit  

  -1                                                        ।  

 

  -2                      . 25                                           ब            ।  

  -3                     ।  

  -40                     ,      ,                                      । 

French 

Topic: Culture and civilization of France 

1) Write the names of five famous monuments of France. 

2) Names of five mountains 

3) Names of five rivers 

4) Names of five French cheese 

5) Names of five perfumes 

 

Information Technology  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

B Look at the picture given below and identify the generation of each programming 

language shown in the image. Collect information about these programming language right 

to line about each of them. 

(Note:- Draw and Paste in your computer notebook.) 

 

 

 

 

 


